
Italo Bassi
Chef

26 July 1969
First chef of Enoteca Pinchiorri (Florence) for 23 years until 

His carrier at Pinchiorri’s restaurant has started at the age of 19.
In 1992, he was sent to Tokyo as executive chef to start up 
the new Giorgio Pinchiorri ’s restaurant 
in Japan-the first Italian high level restaurant in Asia.
In 1993 he returned to the Florentine mother’s house,where he 
conquered 3 Michelin stars in 2003.



In 2015, after 27 years of collaboration
Chef Italo Bassi left Enoteca Pinchiorri
for his own project-
“Confusion “-
his new vision of haute cuisine,
based on Italian culinary culture and
enriched by exotic aromas and refined
ingredients,
a gastronomic meeting point between
modernity and tradition.
In the 2018 Confusion boutique
restaurant in Porto Cervo was
rewarded with the Michelin star

The first star in history of 
Emerald Coast of Sardinia .



is an exclusive concept,opened by Italo Bassi 
together with his wife , Tatiana Rosenfeld, in the 
most exclusive area of Costa Smeralda- 
Promnade du Port in Porto Cervo. Her International 
experience in design gives a decisive contribution in 
nominating Confusion a pure gem.

Confusion Boutique Restaurant



will offer you an unforgettable
sublime experience in one of the
most beautiful places in the world.

Confusion 



In the restaurant,Tatiana wanted to pay homage to the Sea with a 
lovely Harmony of white, beige, gold and silver creating a 
charming and elegant ambience. Cuisine and Design, Elegance 
and Extravagance, ConFusion perfectly represent the philosophy 
of Eno-Gastro-Hedonism.



The enchanted Location



Its proposal is founded on excellence: 
from the fine dining to caviar and Cham-
pagne tastings, from special menus with a 
specific attention for raw fish and typical 
sardinian products to uniques evenings 
and events, where excellent cuisine is 
blended with impeccable service and 
refinement luxury of ambience.

The Extravagance Experience



Its proposal is founded on excellence



Via AGA KHAN 1
07021 Porto Cervo
(+39)3401209574

info@confusion-restaurant.com
www.confusion-restaurant.com




